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1. INTRODUCTION 
A homeomorphism f is said to be quasiconformal, with given complex 
dilatation p, in a domain G of the complex plane, if it satisfies the Beltrami 
equation 
(1) 
where p = p(z) is a complex-valued measurable function on G with IpL( d 
k< 1, and 
f,=i(fx-if,,> fi=i(fx+if,). (2) 
A principal problem consists in finding quasiconformal homeomorphisms 
of the whole plane @ onto itself with the unit disk D as support of p. It is 
well known that such homeomorphisms exist, and with appropriate 
normalizations, are unique. 
Both constructive and nonconstructive proofs for this existence-unique- 
ness theorem have appeared in the literature. The first constructive proofs 
were given by Vekua [lo] and Ahlfors [ 1 ] and provide an explicit for- 
mula, called the normal solution, for the mapping f: Modern treatments 
appear in Ahlfors [2], Vekua [ 11 J, Lehto and Virtanen [7], and 
Volkovyskii, Lunts, and Aramanovich [12]. However, in spite of this 
profusion of information, there appears to be a scarcity of actual known 
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normal solutions to Beltrami’s equation with prescribed dilatation. In part, 
this may be due to the formidable nature of the formula: it involves an 
infinite series of Calderon-Zygmund singular integrals. Note that it is not 
enough to simply produce a solution to the Beltrami equation: although it 
is trivial to verify that f(z) = F(r(z) + m s(z)), with F, r, and s entire, is a 
solution of 
.fz St(z) 
.r;=” r’(z) ’c-1 
there is no guarantee that f is a homeomorphism that is conformally 
extendable to the whole plane (and such that f; - 1 is in L”(C)). We deter- 
mine explicit expressions for the normal solutions in D with complex 
dilatation p(z) = mz°Fb, a + b a nonnegative integer and real m with 
/ml < 1. We also discuss several techniques that may provide normal solu- 
tions to (3) or more general dilatations p. These results generalize our 
work in [4], and provide useful examples with which to study chord-arc 
curves (see Semmes [9]). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let x0 be the characteristic function for the unit disk D in the extended 
complex plane C. We wish to determine a quasiconformal homeomorphism 
fof C onto itself having the complex dilatation 
p(z) = mzaZbXD (4) 
for real m satisfying Irnl < 1 and a + b a nonnegative integer. (A singularity 
arises at the origin if a + b < 0; we discuss the difficulties that arise when 
Q + b is not an integer in this section.) Define the operators 
and 
where [ = l+ iv, and the integration in (5) is over C. If f E L,(D), p > 2, 
then Qj” exists everywhere as an absolutely convergent integral and Tf 
exists almost everywhere as a Cauchy principal value. More importantly 
for our purposes, if f E C;(D), the Banach space of n times continuously 
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differentiable functions whose nth partial derivatives have Holder index 
0 < a 6 1, then QF and Tf also belong to C:(D). Indeed, Q: 
C;(d) + Cz+ ‘(D) is a completely continuous onto operator and T: 
C:(6) + C:(D) is a linear bounded onto operator (see Vekua [ll, p. 561). 
Furthermore, 
KY 
a~= Tf 
KY and ----=A 
a.i 
(7) 
and (7) holds in the distributional sense iff ELM, p > 1 (see Vekua [ll, 
P. 711). 
It is known that for any measurable p with 11~11 co < 1, the function 
f(z) = z + QCG + 1)1(z), (8) 
where 
h=Tp+TpTp+TpTpTp+ ..., (9) 
is a quasiconformal homeomorphism of C onto itself with complex dilation 
p satisfying f(0) = 0 and f, - 1 E Lp(C). This is called the normal solution. 
Observe by (7) that 
ff=M+ 1) and f,=l+T~(h+l)=l+h. (10) 
Setting h,(z) = Tp(z), h2(z) = Tp Tp(z), . . . . observe that h,, I(z) = 
(@hi),, for j> 1, and h(z)=x,“=, h,(z). We need the result stated below 
in its entirety and although parts of it are known (see [4,6]), we outline 
a proof. 
THEOREM 1. Let v(z) =zUZbxD, where a + b >, 0 and a, b are real. If 
a-bEE, then 
i 
~~“~+‘~o/(b+ l), b > Ial, 
zuln lz12 x0, b= -l,a>l, (11) 
Qv(z)= (Z++LZa-b-l)XD 
b+l ’ 
abb+l,b#-1, 
while if a - b $22, then on the principal branch of v 
Qv(z) = 
b# -1, 
b=-1. 
(12) 
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Prooj We shall prove ( 11) and ( 12) for h # 
is proved similarly. Let f = z”Zh+ ‘/(b + l), then 
1 
Qv(z) = - yyb + 1 
1 -- 
h+1 2ni di 
-l;thecasewhereb=-1 
by Pompeiu’s formula 
since [ = [ ~ ’ on [cl = 1. Equation ( 11) now follows immediately from the 
Cauchy Integral Theorem or the inside-outside theorem (see Derrick [5]). 
If u-b $ Z, passing to the limit in Pompeiu’s formula write the integral in 
(13) as 
from which (12) follows by a routine calculation. When b = - 1 use 
f=z”logZ 
Although closed-form expressions for Qv can be computed for fractional 
a - 6, their nature suggests that direct computation of the normal solution 
via (8) will be extremely complicated; for example, if a - b = l/2, b Z - l/4, 
then 
-z tan~1(z1/2) XD/zl”(b+ 1). 
I 
We shall use Theorem 1 to compute h, = (Qu)~, h, = Q( ph,);, . . . and to 
determine f in (8) explicitly. 
In what follows we will make use of the following identities: 
where 
(p),=p(p+l)x ... x(p+n-1), p real, (P)~ = 1. (15) 
Also, let co(~) = 1, cl(a) = a, and 
n-l 
c,(oI) = (7 fl (a + pn - qk), n >, 2, (16) 
k=l 
and define 
cc C,(~)X” v(u)= c ,r’ n=O . (17) 
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Then Entry 14 of Chapter 3 of Ramanujan’s econd notebook (see Berndt 
[3, p. 711) states that cp(a) = y”, where y is a root of the trinomial equation 
xqy-y9+1=0. (18) 
Note that if p = 0, q = - 1, then (16) becomes c,(a) = (LY), and (18) implies 
(14). Furthermore, if p= 1, q= -1, then c,(cr)=cc(cr+n+‘l),-, and, by 
(17) and (18), 
( l-Jc& OL 2x ) =a f $(a+n+l),-,. n=O . (19) 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The normal solutions we derive are located on the rays a - b = n, n E Z, 
in the half-plane a+ b 20. As mentioned in Section 1, solutions to the 
Beltrami equation (1) are readily obtained: any 
f(z) = F(r(z) + m 4z)), (20) 
with F, r, and s analytic, is a general solution of 
In particular, for p given by (4), we have the solution on D 
f(Z)=F(z’“+m (&) Flth). 
The following procedure (Reich [S] ) allows us to arrive at a normal 
solution: rewrite r(z) + m s(z) as 
and note that on JzI = 1 this becomes 
(22) 
(23) 
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Select F(c) = j”(’ -a) so that, for a < 1 and b -a + 2 > 0, the mapping 
z(l+m(!2)cJ”‘--“, Ii d 1, 
f(z) = gab(z) = 
z(l+m(g&J--J-u~, lzl>l, (24) 
is univalent near co, and a local homeomorphism elsewhere. On topologi- 
cal groundsfis then the desired normal solution. We now show that this 
normal solution is valid for a larger set of parameters. 
THEOREM 2. Let p(z) = mzaZhXD satisfy a + b 3 0, a # 1, b - a + 2 E Z +. 
Then the normal solution to the Beltrami equation (1) in C is given by 
Eq. (24). 
Proof. Use induction to prove that by (11) 
hk=(Qphkpl) =(-m((l-aM(l+b))~“-‘z~+L)k 
z k! 
Then, by (14) since 1+6211--al, 
and, by (lo), on D 
f(z)=[(l+h)dz=gndz). 
Note that if b - a + 2 = 1, the second term in Qphk _, is a constant which 
vanishes when we differentiate. 
Reich’s procedure also yields the normal solution for p = mzzb, 
b+leZ+: observe that 
f(z) = F(r(z) + m s(z)) = 
becomes univalent near cc if F(i) = exp([). Thus 
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THEOREM 3. Zf p(z) = mzfbXD, with b + 1 E Z+, then the normal solution 
to (1) is 
f(z)= 
ZexP IZI < 1 
z exp(m/(b + l)zbf I), IZI 3 1. 
(26) 
Alternatively, Theorem 3 can be proved directly from (8): 
1 mfb+’ k 
hk=j;T b+l 7 
.( ) 
k = 1, 2, . . 
by induction, so that 1 + h = exp(h,) and 
f(z)=z+Q(p(l+h))=z+zh=zexp(h,). 
Observe that (24) converges to (25), as a+ 1, using L’Hopital’s rule. 
The situation is less evident when b-a + 1 E h-, b # - 1, a + b 2 0. In 
this quarter-plane, the function F that must be chosen in (21) to yield the 
normal solution is that which satisfies 
f(Z)=%,,(Z))=Z, in It .I 9 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let p(z) = mz”FbX, satisfy a+baO, b# -1, 
b - a + 1 E E -. Then the normal solution of the Be ‘ltrami equation (1) is 
f(z) = &btZ) q (27) 
onD, where~isgivenin(17)withp=l,q=(a-l)/(b+l),~=m/gb,~“+*, 
and f(z) =z on IzI 2 1. 
The following two lemmas are required in the proof of Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, 
hj=(wm)’ i c-l)” 
n=O n! (j-n)! [ h bxk)] k=l 
x (Fb+ l)j-n Zj(n- I)-n(b+ I), 
wherex,=(k(a-l)+l)/(b+l). 
(28) 
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Proof It is easy to check (28) for j= 1. Assuming (28) holds for all 
indices up to j, we get on D 
hj+l=(Qphj)z=(--m)‘+l i C-1)” 
n=(J n! (j+ 1 -n)! [jfi (WJ] k=, 
x(z 1 -b+l j+l-nZ(j+I)(~-I)-“(b+l) + Bj+ 1tz)3 
where 
To complete the induction we must show that B,, i(z) is the (j+ 1)st term 
in hi+ i, that is, 
Equivalently, we prove the following: 
LEMMA 2. C’,‘=b((-l)“/n!(j+l-n)!)[ni,=,(~-~~)]=O,j~l. 
Proof: Since 
p, (n-Xk)=C n’-“(-l)“x,; ... ‘X/$, 
s 
we can rewrite the sum and reverse the order of summation to get 
; (-1)” 
[ 
y (-.l)nnJ-s lx,,. . . . ‘XI,. 
n=O n! (J+ 1 -n)! 
To see that the term in brackets is zero, recall that 
(1 -x)j+’ 
i+l (--lyxn 
=(j+l)! c n=O n! (j+ 1 -n)!’ 
Differentiating both sides and multiplying by x repeatedly, we obtain the 
term in brackets, for 0 < s d j, by setting x = 1. Each term on the left 
includes a power of (1 -x), so each sum is zero. 
Having verified the form of each hi, we compute Qu(h + 1) = 
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c,T, Quhj- 1 and reverse the order of summation. Writing the n = 0 term 
separately, we have in D 
Qp(1 +h)=&f’b+l f j=o&[fi, (-x4 xj 
(29) 
where X= -m.za+lZb+‘. Now 
k=l i 
so the first term in Qp( 1 + h) equals 
= gab@) - z. (30) 
The second sum in the last term of (29) can be rewritten by changing 
variables as 
f ((n(l +b)-av(l-4)p+n--l 
p=o P! 
[(~)x~+H-’ 
Substituting (30) and (31) into (29), we obtain 
Qp(l +h)= g,(z)-+ &b(z) -f (m’gS<“+2’” 
n=l n. 
[ )j’ (n-xk,] 
k=l 
368 
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f(z)=z+QAl+h) 
= gob(z) 1 L 
a c,( - l/(b + l))(m/gh,,“+2)n 
n! I 
(32) 
?I=0 
because, using (16), 
with p = 1 and q = (a - l)/(b + 1). Equation (27) now follows from (32) 
and (17). By (18) it follows that 
f -= 
gab 
where y is a certain root of the trinomial equation 
(33) 
or 
1 1 m((l - a)/(1 + b)) 
b+l f . 
(34) 
But, by (24), on IzI > 1 
so f(z) = z on (zJ b 1. This completes the proof. 
In obtaining (27) we ignored convergence conditions in Eqs. (30) and 
(31). For both equations it is necessary that 
1-U I- I a-l l+b x =Il+bl -mr”-b< 1, (35) 
or m(a - 1) d lb + 11. Thus, (27) holds outside a horizontal cone with vertex 
at (1, - 1) and sides of sZope + m. 
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Closed-form solutions for the infinite series in (32) 
= HZ0 c,( - Mb + 1 ))(ml&7+2)” 
n! 
(36) 
can be obtained for many rays. For example, along the ray b -a + 2 = 0, 
a+b>O, g,,(z)=z(l-m Iz[~(~-~))--~‘+‘), c (-l/(b+l))=(-l/(6+1)),, 
and f(z)=z[(l -m)/(l -m IzI~(~-‘))]“(~-‘), in D. Also, along the ray 
a+b=O, gab(z)=z(l+m(z/Z)a-‘)-“(“-l), c,(-l/(b+l))=(-l/(b+l)) 
(n+b/(b+ l)),-,, and by (19) 
f(z)=k[ l-J7]1’(0-‘), 
in D. (37) 
(1 
Moreover, if we take the limit as a 11 of the former f, we obtain f(z) = 
z IZI 2m’(1-m) in D, which is the normal solution for p = mzZ-‘XD, as can be 
verified by using hk = mk Cl: =. (i)( (log zz)“/n!) (see [4]). 
Note that Theorem 4 includes and extends the results of Theorem 2 in 
[4] which is given for all p = m(F/z)k x0, k E h, since Theorem 4 also holds 
for p = m(Z/z)(2k+ ‘)I2 x0. 
Using exactly the same techniques as before, and the identity 
Q[zk?‘(log lzl’)‘] =zk(log Izl’)“‘/(j+ l), we show in D, that for p= 
mz?i- ‘xD, 
ftz,=,[l +m;~~;fpl:12+ f (mz”-‘log Iz12Y+ 
n=l (n+l)! 
x f Yn(p+n)(mz”-l)P , 1 (38) p=O 
where y, = k(a - 1) + 1 and Y”(k) is the sum of all products of n distinct 
terms taken from the set {.h Y2, ...Y Yk): 
yn(k)=C { fi Yj,}. 
I= 1 
Fora=l, eachy,=l so that Y,,(k) = (k) and (38) becomes 
(39) 
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Observe that this result can also be obtained using Reich’s procedure: J’= 
F(log z+m log Z), on /zI < 1, and f= F(log(z’P”)) on Iz( > 1. Hence we 
choose F(i) = exp({/( 1 -m)) to obtain a local homeomorphism near co, 
implying that f(z) = exp[(log(z.P))/( 1 -m)] = (zI?~)~/(‘~“)= z Iz(*‘~‘(‘- “*I, 
in D, and f(z) = z, in IzI 2 1. 
4. DISCUSSION 
We have seen in Section 3 that the Reich procedure will produce normal 
solutions for p = mzaZbXD in various regions of the (a, b)-parameter space. 
The procedure involves three steps: 
1. Determine analytic functions T(Z) and s(z) such that p = mS’/r’. 
2. Consider the behaviour of T(Z) + ms( l/z) near co. 
3. Select an analytic function F so that either f(z) = F(r(z) + ms( l/z)) 
= z, on (zl 3 1, or f(z) -9 z, as 2 + co. 
The procedure yields normal solutions for other functions p(z). For 
example, if ,u(~)=m((2-ti)/(z-a))~~,, kEZ+, then a solution to the 
Beltrami equation (1) is given by 
On IzI = 1, replace Z by l/z and consider 
(~-a)~+~ [l +sBtz iJk+,], 2 where B(z,o)==. 
Since B(z, a): D + D, the term in brackets tends to 1 as z -+ co. Taking the 
(k + 1)st root yields a univalent function near cc : 
1 (Z-a) [1 +m Zkf’ 
f(z)= 
B(z, u)k+l 1 I’-‘*‘“, z-a)   m (=)*“1”‘“+“, IZI ZI 2 <1 . (40) 
But in IzI > 1, 
f'(Z)=[l--&Btz $+I]/['+$&(; 
7 7 t,k+l]k"k+l'+o 
since 1 > mJ[z kf2B(~ a)k]. Hence f is a local homeomorphism on IzI 2 1. 
Moreover, f is a hdmeomorphism in D (see Remark 1 in [4]), thus, 
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on topological grounds, f is a homeomorphism of the plane. That 
f, - 1 E LP(C) is obvious. Thus (40) is the required normal solution. 
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